
 Secret Code Cards

 Picture Cards of fruits and 
vegetables

 A ball

 One round, square, 
rectangular, oval and 
triangular toy or object in 
different colours (e.g. a 
plate, a box, an egg, a book, 
a triangle)

10–15 minutes

SECRET CODE

Note: This session is designed with a focus on the 2D shapes that you ‘see’ on the ‘dominant’ surface or feature of 
objects, e.g. when looking at a grape from the most typical angle, you see an oval shape. You should only focus on 
this, and not bring into the session the names of the 3D shapes that the objects resemble. 

‘As Round as a Plate’ game: Sit on the floor with your child, and put a plate (or other round object) in between 
you. Ask: What can be as round as plate? Your child answers (e.g. a wheel) and then throws/rolls the ball back to 
you and you name another object (e.g. a coin) with the same physical property. Continue the game until no one 
can think of another round object or you feel it’s time to change. Then put a different object in the centre (e.g. a 
book) and repeat the process with the appropriate language, for example: What can be as rectangular as a book? 
Include other attributes, not just shape, such as colour (as red as…) and size (as tall as…, as small as…) and so on.

Then lay out the cut-up Picture Cards of fruits and vegetables (or some real ones) on the table or floor. Ask your 
child to look at them and describe together some of their physical properties – their colour, shape and size – to 
prepare for the next game.

‘Secret Message’ game: Explain that Postman Pete will deliver some secret messages (the Secret Code Cards). 
Your child must ‘read’ each message (the three symbols on each Secret Code Card), and from it find the right 
fruit/vegetable. To avoid any confusion, the ‘answers’ are on the next page for your use only! Obviously size is 
relative but the attributes ‘big’ and ‘small’ are used for comparison and identification purposes.

Have Postman Pete deliver a secret message to you first, as an example. Show your child the message and model 
‘reading’ it, i.e. explain each symbol on the Secret Code Card, and then choose the corresponding fruit or 
vegetable card. Now have Postman Pete deliver some secret messages to your child (about four to begin with). 
Ask your child to ‘read’ their messages one at a time, and then find the corresponding fruit/vegetable for each.

Your child can name different objects that share the same property.
Your child can identify objects that correspond to Secret Code Cards (coded information about 
colour, shape and size).

To introduce an active game to help children identify and internalise 
the physical properties of objects
To establish appropriate connections between objects and conventional symbols
To introduce the idea of encoding and decoding the physical properties of different objects
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Set up a display of the fruit and vegetable cards like a market stand – you can use real or plastic ones to match 
the cards instead if you have them. Give your child some Secret Code Cards as a ‘shopping list’ and have them 
take it in turns with you to pick out the fruit or vegetable that their Secret Code Card describes and then explain 
it (as a way to ‘check’ that they’ve bought the right food).

M1

Have a sibling or another adult 
in the house be Postman Pete!



SECRET CODE – continued
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=  big

= small
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Cut along the dotted lines to make your Secret Code Cards. 
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Cut out each of the fruit and vegetable cards separately.
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Cut out each of the fruit and vegetable cards separately.
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